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late 2001,

according

to the fair value

undervalued

than the Rand46,

model,

the

Euro was

more

It may be that as Europe is a major trading partner of South Africa, the

111

Euro's

persistent weakness

Rand's weakness.

relative to fair value has contributed

to the

47

The role of speculations

in the depreciation

of the exchange

rate of the

Rand
Experts

112

giving

evidence

before the Commission

reasons for the collapse of the Rand.

disagreed

about the

O'Neill testified that in his opinion

one should not spend too much time blaming one specific currency for its
decline

against the US dollar. In the past three years many currencies

weakened

against the US dollar, some of which have had weak growth,

some had very strong growth, some had current account surpluses, some
had current

account deficits,

2001

was

there

nothing

perspective

about the

currencies

also weakened

and so on. Generally speaking,

particularly

interesting

Rand's weakness.

Given

from

until late

an international

that other

important

against the US dollar, there was not much that

46

Slide 8, O'Neill Bundle 9
Evidence

of O'Neill,

Record 1470-1
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South Africa could do about it because it had nothing to do with South
Africa.48

113.

Based on the evidence placed before the Commission,

speculation can be

defined as entering into a transaction based on a view of the future value
of a currency.

This is a wide definition and would in effect mean that most

foreign currency transactions would have a speculative element in them.
It seems that speculative

activity can fall into 2 categories:

be done legally as in Authorised
stay within
unethical.

limits

that which can

Dealer's proprietary trading provided they

set by the SARB and speculation

that is illegal or

An example of illegal speculation is trading in the Rand without

a firm and underlying transactiGn.

Such speculation is sometimes referred

to as pure speculation.

Speculation

can also include the operation

often than when authorities
mostly refer to speculators

of leads and lags but more

refer to speculation

against the Rand, they

with an open foreign exchange position, and

more particular a short position in Rand.49

117.

While South African experts agreed on what they perceive to be the macro
economic reasons for the weakness in the Rand, they disagreed with what
has been referred to as the blow-out period from September to December

2001.

48

49

Evidence of O'Neill, Record 1466-1469. See also Annexure 12
LuOs, Expert Witness Bundle, p 214
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18,

While some argue that the weakness

of the currency in the latter part of

2001 was as a result of an extraordinary

confluence of factors and forces

which started to exert an influence from early September onwards.
blame much on negative
October
some

statement
market

circumstances

sentiment

towards

by the Reserve Bank.

participants

may have

the currency

They

and the 14

Even where they admit that

taken

advantage

of prevailing

they believe that "the sharp decline" in the currency was

the result of economic, political, policy and confidence factors and forces
that had built up over a number of months.

These factors impacted on the

currency via thousands of decisions by market participants.5o

119.

"when

the

weakness

exceeds

all

fundamental

explanations

resulting to some extent, in a situation of relative panic as shown by
the extreme movement in the later part of 2001". 51

12O.

Jammine

has argued

that the fall of the Rand from October

onwards

relative to other emerging market currencies seemed ;nexpf;cable".52

This

was especially so since the economic situation in South Africa seemed a
lot better

than

that

of other

mentioned

that

percentage

of GDP to below 2%, whilst that of several other emerging

South

Africa's

emerging
budget

markets.
deficit

was

For example,
declining

as

he
a

markets, especially in Latin America, were large. 53

121

At the time Argentina's

government was struggling to get its public service

to agree to a wage cut as a means of reigning in its public sector deficit
that was getting out of control and pushing the country's public debt to
50
51
52
53

Gouws Record, p 161
Glynos, Expert Witness Bundle, p 423
Jammine, Expert Bundle, p 324
Jammine, Expert Bundle, p 326. See also Annexure 13
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unacceptably dangerous levels.

In contrast the reduction in South Africa's

public debt is a consequence

of successive

years of declining

budget

deficits which were starting to yield benefits in terms of the reduction in
interest government was obliged to pay on its borrowing.54

Dr Jammine argued that most of the factors which would explain why in
the

midst

of a positive

economic

situation

some

depreciation

of the

currency would occur, had been around for many months if not years prior
to the collapse of the currency.

He suggested that it would be difficult to

attribute the collapse in the Rand late last year even to a combination
these factors.

What the combination

of

of these factors did do is to render

the Rand an excellent vehicle for speculation

against emerging

market

he argues, which is the only explanation

for the

currencies.
It is such speculation,
depreciation

of the Rand in the latter part of 2001.

Like all the other

experts he was of the view that there was a perception that the Rand is a
one way bet.

What contributed even more to this sense was the fact that

the Reserve Bank Governor,

frequently made it clear that the Reserve

Bank would not intervene on the foreign exchange market to support the
Rand.55

124.

Abedian stated that as the foreign exchange market was deepening there
were

signs

activities

of speculative

in the foreign

transactions

exchange

as compared

market.

to trade

He indicated

based

that this was

largely healthy as it provided additional liquidity in the market and helped
to smooth out the leads and lags in hard currency volumes.

By the fourth

quarter of 2001, the volume of speculative hard currency deals amounted
to as much as USD 300 million.56 He noted however that these were soft
estimates and inherently difficult to quantify.

54
55
56

Jammine, Expert Bundle, p 326. See also Annexure
Jammine, Expert Bundle, p 335 -337
Abedian Witness Bundle, p 271
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125.

It appears

that it is not only non-resident

banks' participation

reduced

but also local Authorised

Dealer activity.

available

from the SARB and cited by Glynos,

that was

According

to data

volumes traded by local

banks reached a peak in October 2001 but then dropped off considerably
in November and more so in December. 57

126,

.According

to Glynos the extent of the decline of trading volumes by non-

residents in the forward and spot market in December confirms that there
was speculation in those markets.58

127.

The sharp drop off in local bank trading coupled with lack of speculation
from non-resident participants
depreciating at its fastest. 59

128

coincided

with the Rand exchange

The Rand is the second most highly traded emerging
According

rate

market currency.

to a study conducted by the Bank for International Settlements

(BIS) covering the month of April 2001, trading in the Rand accounted for
0,5% of all foreign currency trades in the world.

This made it the twelfth

most traded currency in the world for that month and the second

most

traded currency amongst emerging market currencies, after the Singapore
dollar.

In contrast with the 0,5% of total global currency trade in April 2001

the Rand had accounted for only 0,1 % of total global currency trade in
1995 and 0,3% in 1998. This meant that the currency's
increased dramatically over the preceding six years. 60

57
58

59
60

liquidity had

Glynos Witness Bundle, p 433 See Annexure 22
Glynos Witness Bundle, p 433
See Annexure 22
Jammine, Expert Bundle, p 341
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The

Dollar/Rand

institutions

foreign

in London

exchange

market

is dominated

and Johannesburg.

London

by financial

based

financial

institutions are the largest traders in volatility products ego Options.51

This increase in liquidity was totally out of proportion

to the increase

in

foreign trade with the country which suggests that the currency had been
increasingly

associated

with financial

rather

than trade

flows.

The

probability that trades in the Rand had become speculative in nature was
therefore quite high and on the rising trend.52

131

Trading in the Rand increased further in the third quarter of 2001 and it
would seem as if trading

in the Rand increased

months following April 2001.63
suggest that by September
accounting

three fold in the six

If it is correct, then Jammine argues that it

I October 2001 the Rand may have been

for 1,5% of international

trading currencies,

moving into the

eighth position in trading ranks of all currencies in the world, just behind
the Australian

Dollar.

Given that the South African

foreign

account

for less than

trade

0.5%

economy

of the world's

and its

GDP

and

international trade respectively it is surprising.

132

Abedian argued that the macro economic factors and the reduction of the
NOFP concurred
position
currency.

to weaken

of the institutional

the currency,
investors

but argued

that the overall

in the country did not favour the

By the end of the third quarter of 2001, it was abundantly clear

that foreign investments

of nearly all the fund managers in South Africa

would not have a positive return in hard currency terms.64

Depending on

the timing of the foreign investment, such investments could have earned

De Villiers, Record, p 363 and Expert Bundle, p 248
62
63

64

Jammine, Witness Bundle page 341
See Annexure 16
See Annexure 17
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negative returns of between 20 to 40% during the preceding year or even
the preceding two years.

Against a back drop of poor performances

of equities, the saving grace of

such investments

lay in the dramatic depreciation

institutional

managers

fund

do not have

of the currency.

any direct

While

and operational

mechanisms to influence the value of the currency, pessimism

against the

currency was helpful for their portfolio results in Rand terms.55

It is not only institutional
number

of other

depreciation

investors with investments

market players

of the currency.

that found

short

They included

abroad
term

exporters

but also a

gains

in the

in general

and

commodity exporters whose prices are quoted in US terms, South African
corporations and individuals with accumulated foreign investments.
With the exception of importers of non-essential

goods nearly all market

players had positioned themselves for a fall in the value of the currency.
He argued that "parallel with market sentiments

is the material interest of

key market players with regard to the currency depreciation".66 Taking this
into account he stated that no one had much interest in takin9 a position In
favour of the Rand.

136.

It seems experts who pointed a finger at speculators
for the rapid depreciation

whom they blamed

of the exchange rate of the Rand in 2001 were

referring to illegal or unethical speculation.

FINDING

137.

The Commission
speculative
residents,

65
66

is of the view in light of evidence placed before it;'that

activity both legal and illegal and both by non-residents
contributed

to the rapid depreciation

of the Rand especially

Abedian, Expert Bundle, p 274
Abedian Witness Bundle, p 275
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the second half of 2001.
crucial

areas

Authorised

On account of the lack of investigation

of speculative

activities

such

Dealers and CFC accounts,

as proprietary

the Commission

of certain
trading

of

is not able to

establish the exact percentage of such speculative activity.

IS Important however that some form of regulation should be introduced
minimise opportunistic or pure speculation.

140.

The circumstances

in 1985 were

different

in that the South

African

economy suffered a severe down turn in early 1985 when the authorities
tried to grapple with escalating
outflows

inflationary

and a falling currency by raising

pressure
interest

caused

,by "capital

rates to 25%.

The

Reserve Bank sharply increased borrowings from abroad which made the
country vulnerable to a debt crisis.
that

South

Africa

repay

short

government was unabfe to oblige.
repayment

and

a debt

Chase Manhattan

term

credits

and

Bank demanded

the

South

African

Many other banks began demanding

moratorium

was

declared

by government.68

Jammine argues that the debt standstill crisis in 1985 with South Africa's
creditors fearing that their loans to the country may not be repaid, 'no such

67

68

See Annexure 18
Jammine, Witness Bundle, p 302 and 303
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fundamental crisis existed in late 2001 to justify a similar crash in the
currency.59

141

The volatility of the Rand, in 2001 and the panic that set in the market
created what McCauley referred to as "a disorderly market'.

In a normal

market the success of bids and offers are related in that they fall within a
certain range.

One notion of a disorderly market fS a pattern where the bid

offer spread begin to move in big jumps.
would be a tiny fraction

Whereas nOrrTlally 'the "bid .offer

of a percent, when the market gets disorderly,

dealers are scared of taking on the risk of taking a clients orders and they
secure that risk by widening their bid asks spread,

essentially

charging

more for the service of providing liquidity to the market. 70

142.

Disorderly

market "can be this combination

spread, providing

of gapping

in the bid asks

of the bid asks spread and finally a sense

that the

market is only going one way", 71

The Effects of Currency

143.

Depreciation
competitiveness
measured

in

Crisis

a

in 2001

country's

of domestic

currency
produces

by the inflation-adjusted

improved

significantly

can
in

be

international

effective exchange

from December

beneficial

exchange

markets

as

rate of the Rand

2000 to September

monthly average inflation adjusted effective

The

2001.

The

rate of the Rand

declined by 11,9% over this period.72

144.

Another
country's

benefit of the depreciation
total international

reserve.

of the Rand is the increase
While the value

in the

of South. Africa's

gross gold and other foreign exchange reserves declined in Dollar terms
69
70
71

72

Jammine Expert Bundle, p 303
McCauley, Witness Bundle, p 6 Record p 66
McCauley, Record p 66
Mboweni, Witness Bundle, p29
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from USD 13,3 billion at the end of September 2001 to USD 12,4 billion at
the end of December

2001, the country's

total international

Rand terms rose from R118,9 billion to R150,7
period.

The result was an improvement

reserves

in

billion over the same

in the import cover (i.e. the value

of gross gold and other foreign exchange reserves relative to the value of
imported goods and serves). 73

145.

Mboweni in his statement to the Commission
benefits being competitiveness
the Rand improved

significantly

referred 'to une"'of,the

of exports. The effective exchange
from December

main
rate of

2000 to September

2001. The monthly average inflation adjusted effective

exchange

to

rate of

the Rand declined by 11.9% over this period.

146.

Jammine has argued that it is difficult to draw conclusions
impact of the depreciation

the

of the exchange rate of the Rand in the course

of the last six months.74 The most obvious outcome
increase

regarding

in the inflation rate. The most dramatic

has been a steep

rise has been in the

producer price inflation rate which has risen from 7.8% in September 2001
to 14.8 % in April 2002. At the consumer level the increase'rntnflation

has

been much more modest so far, rising from the low point of 4% in October
2001 to 8.4% in May 2002.

147.

The CPI inflation rate, excluding the impact of changes in interest rate, i.e.
CPIX inflation around which the government

has set its inflation targets,

has increased from 5.9% in October 2001 to 9.2% in May 2002.

It is still

too early to assess the full impact on inflation because there may be a lag
between the rate of increase in prices at the producer wholesale
the passing on of such cost increased

to consumers

CPI and CPIX inflation rate. A general expectation

73
74

level and

as reflected

exists that the CPIX

Mboweni, Witness Bundle, p 24
A briefing note prepared by Jammine
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inflation rate will increase more before starting to decline from the 4th
quarter of 2002 onwards.
148.

149.

150.

Fuel prices increased by 19% over the past nine months and this can be
directly linked to the depreciation of the exchange rate of the Rand against
the dollar rather than a general rise in oil prices.

75
76

Jammine, Briefing note
Jammine, Briefing note
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The effects of inflation have a bigger impact on poor people on account of
food and fuel forming a far bigger share of total personal consumption

as

compared to their middle class counter parts.

153.

Jammine has indicated that despite a sharp increase in inflation and
interest rate, the real economy performed much better than expected after
the collapse of the Rand.

Economic growth in GDP for 2002 now looks

as if it may come to 2.7% compared with early expectations of 2% or less.
Retail sales in the 1st quarter increased by 5.9% year on year in volume
terms. Furthermore in the first 4 months in 2002 manufacturing production
has increased by 6.8% compared with the same 4 months of 2001. It is
not clear whether this resilience in the domestic economic activity will
continue or whether the impact of higher prices and interest rates will
emerge in the second part of 2002.

154.

What is not clear is to what extent the volatility of the exchange rate of
Rand has created the impression among foreign investors that the Rand is
an unstable

currency which could depreciate

massively

at a moment's

notice again in the future. There have been significant inflows of portfolio
investment into the South African bond market in recent months. Jammine
argues that this would seem to belie the perception

of undue risk being

associated with investment in South African.

155.

Drummond
investors

indicates
there

environment

that in casual discussions

is evidence

of a perception

with potential

of an unstable

foreign
financial

based on what happened to the currency especially in the

second half of 2001.

